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Abstract

Effective characterisation of the brain grey matter cytoarchitecture with quantitative sensi-1

tivity to soma density and volume remains an unsolved challenge in diffusion MRI (dMRI).2

Solving the problem of relating the dMRI signal with cytoarchitectural characteristics calls3

for the definition of a mathematical model that describes brain tissue via a handful of4

physiologically-relevant parameters and an algorithm for inverting the model. To address5

this issue, we propose a new forward model, specifically a new system of equations, requir-6

ing a few relatively sparse b-shells. We then apply modern tools from Bayesian analysis7

known as likelihood-free inference (LFI) to invert our proposed model. As opposed to other8

approaches from the literature, our algorithm yields not only an estimation of the param-9

eter vector θ that best describes a given observed data point x0, but also a full posterior10

distribution p(θ|x0) over the parameter space. This enables a richer description of the11

model inversion, providing indicators such as credible intervals for the estimated parame-12

ters and a complete characterization of the parameter regions where the model may present13

indeterminacies. We approximate the posterior distribution using deep neural density esti-14

mators, known as normalizing flows, and fit them using a set of repeated simulations from15

the forward model. We validate our approach on simulations using dmipy and then apply16

the whole pipeline on two publicly available datasets.17

Keywords: Diffusion MRI, Brain Microstructure, Likelihood-Free Inference.18

1. Introduction19

Obtaining quantitative measurements of brain grey matter microstructure with a dedicated20

soma representation is a growing field of interest in the diffusion MRI (dMRI) community21

(Palombo et al., 2020; Jelescu et al., 2021). Unlike histology, dMRI permits to quantify22

brain tissue characteristics non-invasively and could, for example, help understanding de-23

mentia and cognitive deficits (Douaud et al., 2013). However, current methods require24

demanding acquisitions with several q-shells (equivalently b-shells) and rely on non-linear25

models for which several parameter values may yield the same observation, also known as26

parameter indeterminacy (Jelescu et al., 2016; Novikov et al., 2018b). This leads to numer-27

ically unstable solutions which are hard to interpret. Another major challenge is the fact28
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that quantifying brain tissue microstructure directly from the dMRI signal is an inherently29

difficult task, because of the large dimensionality of the collected data and its stochastic30

nature (Fick et al., 2016). For instance, each one of the ≈ 104 voxels in a dMRI acquisition31

is sampled along nine dimensions, three directions in the q-space for each direction in the32

R3 spatial domain, which leads to very large data structures to process.33

Many works have tackled the non-linear inverse problem of inferring brain tissue pa-34

rameters from dMRI signal. A popular solution is NODDI (e.g. Zhang et al., 2012), which35

stabilises the solution by imposing constraints on model parameters that are not biologi-36

cally plausible (Novikov et al., 2018b). However, this has the effect of biasing the parameter37

estimation and the inverse problem remains largely degenerate (Jelescu et al., 2016). There38

has also been some interest in applying methods from the machine learning literature to39

solve the inverse problem. This is the case of the SANDI model (Palombo et al., 2020), in40

which the authors employ random forest regressors. Although the method provides rather41

acceptable accuracy in real-case scenarios, it can only output one set of tissue parameters42

for a given observed dMRI signal, masking, therefore, other biologically plausible solutions43

that could generate the same observed signal.44

To overcome such limitations, we present three contributions. First, we use a three-45

compartment model for brain tissue and introduce a new parameter that jointly encodes46

soma radius and inner diffusivity without imposing constraints on these values. This new47

parameter reduces indeterminacies in the model and has relevant physiological interpre-48

tations. Second, we present a method to fit the model through summary features of the49

dMRI signal based on a large and small q-value analysis using boundary approximations.50

These rotationally-invariant features relate directly to the tissue parameters and enable us51

to invert the model without manipulating the raw dMRI signals. Such summary statis-52

tics ensure a stable solution of the parameter estimations, as opposed to the indeterminate53

models used in Zhang et al. (2012); Palombo et al. (2020). Third, we employ modern tools54

from Bayesian analysis known as likelihood-free inference (LFI, (Cranmer et al., 2020))55

to solve our non-linear inverse problem under a probabilistic framework and determine the56

posterior distribution of the fitted parameters. Such approach offers a full description of the57

solution landscape and can point out degeneracies, as opposed to the usual deterministic58

least-squares based solution (Jelescu et al., 2016; Novikov et al., 2018b).59

2. Related Works60

Current brain tissue models are predominantly based on the two compartment Standard61

Model (SM) (Zhang et al., 2012; Novikov et al., 2018a). Recent evidence shows that the SM,62

mainly used in white matter, does not hold for grey matter microstructure analysis (Veraart63

et al., 2020). Several assumptions aim at explaining this issue such as increased permeability64

in neurite membranes (Veraart et al., 2020), or curvy projections along with longer pulse65

duration (Novikov et al., 2018a). We follow the hypothesis that the SM doesn’t hold due to66

an abundance of cell bodies in grey matter (Palombo et al., 2020). Our proposed biophysical67

model is then based on three compartments (Palombo et al., 2020): neurites, somas, and68

extra-cellular space (ECS). Despite its increased complexity, the main advantage of such69

model is the possibility to jointly estimate the characteristic features of each compartment.70
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Inverting brain grey matter models with likelihood-free inference

Inferring parameters of the brain tissue model directly from dMRI signals has proven to71

be a very challenging task and has motivated the development of new approaches to reduce72

the dimensionality of the data to be processed. For instance, Novikov et al. (2018b) proposes73

the LEMONADE system of equations, based on a Taylor expansion of the diffusion signal74

and a set of rotationally invariant moments. In this work, we extend the LEMONADE75

equations to a setting with a three compartment model and further develop the method so76

to extract more features from the observed signal. We call the resulting vector of features77

defined by these quantities the ‘summary statistics’ of the dMRI signal.78

The usual way of applying a Bayesian approach to solve non-linear inverse problems (Stu-79

art, 2010) is to define two quantities: a prior distribution encoding initial knowledge of80

the parameter values (e.g. intervals which are physiologically relevant) and the likelihood81

function of the forward model being studied. One can then either obtain an analytic ex-82

pression of the posterior distribution via Bayes’ formula or use a Markov-Chain Monte83

Carlo (MCMC) procedure to numerically sample the posterior distribution (Gelman et al.,84

2013). However, the likelihood function of complex models such as the one that we consider85

here is often very hard to obtain and makes the Bayesian approach rather challenging to86

use. Likelihood-free inference (LFI) bypasses this bottleneck by recurring to several simu-87

lations of the forward model using different parameters and learning an approximation to88

the posterior distribution from these examples (Cranmer et al., 2020).89

The first contributions on LFI are also known as approximate Bayesian computation90

(ABC) and have been applied to invert models from ecology, population genetics, and91

epidemiology (Sisson, 2018). Some of the limitations of these techniques include the large92

number of simulations required for the posterior estimations and the need of defining a93

distance function to compare the results of two simulations. Recently, there has been a94

growing interest in the machine learning community in improving the limitations of ABC95

methods through deep generative modeling, i.e. neural network architectures specially96

tailored to approximate probability density functions from a set of examples (Goodfellow97

et al., 2016). Normalizing flows (Papamakarios et al., 2019) are a particular class of such98

neural networks that have demonstrated promising results for likelihood-free inference in99

different research fields (Cranmer et al., 2020; Gonçalves et al., 2020; Greenberg et al.,100

2019).101

3. Theory102

In this section, we present the theoretical background underlying our three main contribu-103

tions. Section 3.1 describes the three-compartment model for brain grey matter. We also104

introduce a new parameter that captures both soma radius and inner diffusivity and avoids105

the usual indeterminacy in estimating them separately. Section 3.2 presents the summary106

statistics used to reduce the dimensionality of the dMRI signal into a 7-dimensional feature107

vector that can be used to determine the physiological parameters of interest. Section 3.3108

describes the Bayesian approach used to solve our non-linear inverse problem and obtain109

a posterior distribution for the physiological parameters that best describe a given dMRI110

signal.111
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3.1 Modeling the Brain grey Matter with a 3-compartment Model112

To characterize cortical cytoarchitecture, we propose a method that relates the diffusion113

MRI signal to specific tissue parameters. To that aim, we first define a forward model114

based on a biophysical modeling of brain grey matter.115

Research in histology has demonstrated that grey matter is composed of neurons em-116

bedded in a fluid environment. Each neuron is composed of a soma, corresponding to the117

cellular body, surrounded by neurites connecting neurons together. Following this tissue118

biophysical composition, we model the grey matter tissue as three-compartmental (Palombo119

et al., 2020), moving away from the usual standard model (SM) designed for white matter.120

We further assume that our acquisition protocol is insensitive to exchanges between the121

compartments, i.e. molecules moving from one compartment to another have a negligible122

influence on the signal (Palombo et al., 2020). Many works include also a dot compartment123

into the SM with zero apparent diffusivity and no exchange. However, we have not consid-124

ered such assumption, because its presence has been considered very unlikely in grey matter125

by previous works (Veraart et al., 2019; Tax et al., 2020). The observed diffusion signal is126

considered as a convex mixture of signals arising from somas, neurites, and extra-cellular127

space (ECS). Unlike white matter-centric methods (Jelescu and Budde, 2017), we are not128

interested in the fiber orientation and only estimate orientation-independent parameters.129

This enables us to work on the direction-averaged dMRI signal, denoted S̄(q), known as the130

power averaged signal. This consideration mainly matters for neurites, as their signal is not131

isotropic, as opposed to the proposed model for somas and ECS. Our direction-averaged132

grey matter signal model is then:133

S̄(q)

S(0)
= fnS̄neurites(q,Dn) + fsS̄somas(q,Ds, rs) + fECSS̄ECS(q,De) . (1)

In this equation, fn, fs, and fECS represent signal fractions for neurites, somas, and ECS134

respectively (fn + fs + fECS = 1). Note that the relative signal fractions do not correspond135

to the relative volume fractions of the tissue compartments as they are also modulated136

by different T2 values (Novikov et al., 2018a). Dn corresponds to axial diffusivity inside137

neurites, while Ds and De correspond to somas and extra-cellular diffusivities. rs is the138

average soma radius within a voxel. This model is the same as the model SANDI proposed139

by Palombo et al. (2020), with fn = ficfin, fs = ficfis and fECS = fec. We use q-values140

for more readability and harmonization throughout the paper, but a direct conversion to141

b-values is also possible, using b = (2πq)2τ with τ = ∆− δ/3.142

We now review the model for each compartment, to make explicit the impact of each143

parameter on the diffusion MRI signal.144

Neurite compartment. Neurites, as in the SM, are modeled as 0-radius imperme-145

able cylinders (“sticks”), with effective diffusion along the parallel axis, and a negligible146

radial intra-neurite diffusivity. In our acquisition setting, this model has been shown to147

hold (Veraart et al., 2020). Its direction averaged signal is (Veraart et al., 2020):148

S̄neurites(q) '
1

4
√
πτDn

· q−1 . (2)
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Soma compartment. Somas are modeled as spheres, whose signal can be computed149

using the GPD approximation (Balinov et al., 1993):150

− log S̄somas(q) = C(rs, Ds) · q2 . (3)

We exploit this relation here to extract a parameter Cs = C(rs, Ds)[m
2] which, at fixed

diffusivity Ds, is modulated by the radius of the soma rs:

C(rs, Ds) =
2

Dsδ2

∞∑
m=1

α−4
m

α2
mrs

2 − 2

·

(
2δ − 2 + e−α

2
mDs(∆−δ) − e−α2

mDsδ − e−α2
mDs∆ + e−α

2
mDs(∆+δ)

α2
mDs

)
,

where αm is the mth root of (αrs)
−1J 3

2
(αrs) = J 5

2
(αrs), with Jn(x) the Bessel functions of151

the first kind. In certain specific cases, Cs has a simpler and more interpretable expression.152

For instance, when we consider a narrow pulse regime, with small τ or large rs, Cs loses its153

dependence on rs (Balinov et al., 1993) and we obtain:154

Cs = Dsτ . (4)

In the Neuman (wide pulse) regime, i.e. when Ds∆ � r2
s and Dsδ � 1, Cs becomes only155

dependent on the soma radius (Murday and Cotts, 1968):156

Cs =
1

5
r2
s . (5)

These two approximations permits us to better interpret the parameter Cs.157

Extra-cellular space compartment. The extra-cellular space is approximated as158

isotropic Gaussian diffusion, i.e. a mono-exponential diffusion signal with a scalar diffusion159

constant De, which reflects the molecular viscosity of the fluid. This approximation assumes160

that the ECS is fully connected. The approximation is therefore:161

− log(S̄ECS(q)) = (2πq)2τDe . (6)

Because of the geometry of the problem, we estimate De as equal to one third of the diffu-162

sivity in the ventricles (considered as free diffusivity), given the same metabolic composition163

of the extracellular fluid and ventricles (Vincent et al., 2021).164

3.2 An Invertible 3-compartment Model: dMRI Summary Statistics165

The tissue model presented in Section 3.1 enables us to relate the dMRI signal with param-166

eters representing grey matter tissue microstructure. However, solving the inverse problem167

directly from Eq. (1) is a difficult task, leading to indeterminacies and poorly estimated168

parameters with large variability. Current methods addressing this issue have not studied169

its stability (Palombo et al., 2020) but simpler models with only two compartments have170

been shown to be indeterminate (Novikov et al., 2018a).171

To produce a method which addresses this indeterminacy, we introduce rotationally172

invariant summary statistics to describe the dMRI signal. The goal being to reduce the di-173

mensionality of the data at hand and representing all the relevant information for statistical174
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inference with a few features. We then solve the inverse problem efficiently using Bayesian175

inference as described in Section 3.3. These dMRI-based summary statistics are extracted176

from our proposed model presented in Section 3.1 via the following analysis of the dMRI177

signal on the boundaries of large and small q-value cases.178

Large q-value approximation: RTOP. We compute a q-bounded return-to-the-179

origin probability (RTOP), which measures the restrictions of the diffusing fluid molecule180

motion and gives us information about the structure of the media (Mitra et al., 1995):181

RTOP(q) = 4π

∫ q

0

S̄(η)

S(0)
η2dη . (7)

For q large enough, the RTOP in our 3-compartment model in Eq. (1) yields a soma and182

extra-cellular signal which converges towards a constant value in q, while the neurites’183

contribution becomes quadratic in q. In this case, RTOP becomes:184

RTOP(q) = fs

(
π

Cs

)3/2

+
fECS

8(πτDe)3/2︸ ︷︷ ︸
afit

+
fn
2
·
√

π

τDn︸ ︷︷ ︸
bfit

·q2 + γq3 , (8)

in which the last term of the equation, γq3, is a nuisance parameter that describes a constant185

noise in the direction averaged signal. By accurately estimating the second derivative of186

RTOP(q) at q large enough, we can solve the coefficients of interest of the polynomial in187

Eq. (8): afit and bfit. We do this efficiently by casting it as an overdetermined ordinary least188

squares problem which has a unique solution.189

Small q-value approximation: Spiked LEMONADE. We propose a second ap-190

proximation, based on a moment decomposition for small q-values (Novikov et al., 2018b):191

192

Sĝ(q)

S(0)
= 1− b(q)M (2)

i1i2
g1g2 +

b(q)2

2!
M

(4)
i1...i4

g1 . . . g4 − . . . , b(q) = (2πq)2τ , (9)

where ik are the directional basis of the tensors M , gk = ik · ĝ ∈ R3, and ĝ the unit direc-193

tion of the dMRI acquisition. From the moment tensors of this decomposition, LEMON-194

ADE (Novikov et al., 2018b) extracts rotational invariant scalar indicesM (i),j , i, j ∈ {0, 2, 4, . . .}.195

These quantify white matter microstructure by plugging the 2-compartment SM into Eq. (9) (see196

Novikov et al., 2018b, app. C).197

In this work, we extended LEMONADE to our 3-compartment model presented in198

Section 3.1 by plugging Eq. (1) into Eq. (9) and performing tedious arithmetic. This results199

in the following equation system, which now includes the soma parameter Cs, relating the200

dMRI signal to grey matter microstructure:201 
M (2),0 = fnDn + 3fs

Cs
(2π)2τ

+ 3fECSDe

M (2),2 = fnDnp2

M (4),0 = fnDn
2 + 5fs

(
Cs

(2π)2τ

)2
+ 5fECSD

2
e

M (4),2 = fnDn
2p2

(10)

where p2 is a scalar measure of neurite orientation dispersion (Novikov et al., 2018b).202
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Note that only the shells with b(q) ≤ 2.5 ms µm−2 are used, to get an unbiased estimation203

of the rotational invariant moments M (2),0, M (2),2, M (4),0 and M (4),2.204

Complete system. Combining equations (8) and (10) and adding the constraint that205

the fractions for the three compartments sum to one, we obtain a non-linear system of 7206

equations and 7 unknowns. Following Menon et al. (2020), we assume De nearly-constant207

per subject acquisition and estimated it as one third of the mean diffusivity in the subject’s208

ventricles (Vincent et al., 2021). This assumption allows us to drop an unknown from the209

system, use De as a reference diffusivity and render our variables unitless as Du
n = Dn

De
and210

Cus = Cs
(2π)2τDe

, obtaining:211

Spiked LEMONADE RTOP
Small q-values Large q-values

M(2),0

De
= fnD

u
n + 3fsC

u
s + 3fECS

M(2),2

De
= fnD

u
n · p2

M(4),0

D2
e

= fnD
u
n

2 + 5fsC
u
s

2 + 5fECS

M(4),2

D2
e

= fnD
u
n

2 · p2


afit (τDe)

3/2 = fs
8(πCu

s )3/2

+ fECS

8π3/2

bfit (τDe)
1/2 = fn

2

√
π
Du

n

fn + fs + fECS = 1

212

3.3 Inverting the model with Bayesian inference213

Our main goal is to determine the values of the parameter vector

θ = (Du
n, C

u
s , p2, fs, fn, fECS) ∈ R6

that best explain a given observed dMRI signal d. Because of the high-dimensionality of
this kind of signal and the difficulties in obtaining stable estimates of θ directly from it, we
recur to the set of summary features defined in Section 3.2,

x =
(
M(2),0

De
, M

(2),2

De
, M

(4),0

D2
e
, M

(4),2

D2
e
, afit(τDe)

3/2, bfit

√
τDe

)
∈ R7 ,

and make the assumption that it carries all the information necessary for determining the θ0214

having generated a given dMRI signal S0. We denote the relation between these quantities215

as216

x =M(θ) + n , (11)

where M : R6 → R7 is a multivariate function that implements the system of equations217

described in Section 3.2 and n is an additive noise capturing the imperfections of our218

modelling procedure, the limitations of the summary statistics, and the measurement noise.219

The Bayesian formalism. We interpret the inverse problem of inferring the parame-220

ters that best describe a given observed summary feature vector x0 as that of determining221

the posterior distribution of θ given an observation x0. By first choosing a prior distribution222

p(θ) describing our initial knowledge of the parameter values, we may use Bayes’ theorem223

to write224

p(θ|x0) =
p(x0|θ)p(θ)

p(x0)
, (12)
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where p(x0|θ) is the likelihood of the observed data point and p(x0) is a normalizing con-225

stant, commonly referred to as the evidence of the data. Note that such a probabilistic226

approach returns not only which θ best fits the observed data (i.e. the parameter that227

maximizes the posterior distribution), but the full posterior distribution p(θ|x0). The lat-228

ter can be possibly multimodal or flat, which would indicate the difficulty of summarizing229

it with a unique maximum.230

Bypassing the likelihood function. Despite its apparent simplicity, it is usually231

difficult to use Eq. (12) to determine the posterior distribution, since the likelihood function232

for data points generated by complex non-linear models is often hard to write. To avoid233

such difficulty, we directly approximate the posterior distribution using a conditional density234

estimator, i.e. a family of conditional p.d.f. approximators qφ(θ|x) parametrized by φ and235

that takes θ (the parameter) and x (the observation) as input arguments. Our posterior236

approximation is then obtained by minimizing its average Kullback-Leibler divergence with237

respect to the conditional density estimator for different choices of x, as per (Papamakarios238

and Murray, 2016)239

min.
φ

L(φ) with L(φ) = Ex∼p(x) [DKL(p(θ|x)‖qφ(θ|x))] , (13)

which can be rewritten as240

L(φ) =

∫
DKL(p(θ|x)‖qφ(θ|x))p(x)dx ,

= −
∫∫

log
(
qφ(θ|x)

)
p(θ|x)p(x)dθdx+ C ,

= −
∫∫

log
(
qφ(θ|x)

)
p(x,θ)dθdx+ C ,

= −E(x,θ)∼p(x,θ)

[
log
(
qφ(θ|x)

)]
+ C ,

(14)

where C is a constant that does not depend on φ. Note, however, that in practice we241

actually consider a N -sample Monte-Carlo approximation of the loss function given by242

L(φ) ≈ LN (φ) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log
(
qφ(θi|xi)

)
, (15)

where the N data points (θi,xi) are sampled from the joint distribution with θi ∼ p(θ)243

and xi ∼ p(x|θi). We can then use stochastic gradient descent to obtain a set of param-244

eters φ which minimizes LN . If the class of conditional density estimators is sufficiently245

expressive, it is possible to show that the minimizer of Eq. (15) converges to p(θ|y) when246

N → ∞ (Greenberg et al., 2019). Note, also, that the parametrization φ that we obtain247

by the end of the optimization procedure yields a posterior which is amortized for different248

choices of x. Thus, for a specific observation x0 we may simply write qφ(θ|x0) to get an249

approximation of p(θ|x0).250

Neural density estimators. In this work, our conditional p.d.f. approximators belong251

to a class of neural networks called normalizing flows (Papamakarios et al., 2019). These252

flows are invertible functions capable of transforming vectors generated by a simple base253

distribution (e.g. the standard multivariate Gaussian distribution) into an approximation254

8
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of the true posterior distribution. An important advantage of normalizing flow versus255

other p.d.f. approximators such as generative adversarial network (GAN (Goodfellow et al.,256

2014)) and variational auto-encoders (VAE (Kingma and Welling, 2014)) is that it provides257

both the likelihood of any sample point of interest and it is also straightforward to sample258

new data points from it. Furthermore, certain classes of normalizing flows can be shown259

to be universal approximators of probability density functions. We refer the reader to260

Papamakarios et al. (2019) for more information on the different types of normalizing flows.261

4. Materials and methods262

This section presents the technical details on how we have implemented our theoretical con-263

tributions and describes the simulated and real datasets used in the numerical illustrations.264

4.1 The likelihood-free inference setup265

Using a likelihood-free inference approach for inverting the 3-compartment model relating266

tissue parameters θ and dMRI summary statistics x relies on four important aspects:267

(1) The forward model. As explained in Section 3.3, we obtain an approximation of the268

amortized posterior distribution using a dataset containing several paired examples269

of a parameter θi and its corresponding summary statistics xi. In what follows, we270

adopt the usual assumptions from the inverse problems literature and consider the271

additive noise n from Eq. (11) small enough to be ignored in the data generation, so272

that we have xi ≈M(θi).273

(2) Prior distribution. The simplest way of defining a prior distribution p(θ) in our274

setting is to use an uniform distribution with limits within physiologically relevant275

intervals for each parameter. From Section 3.1, we know that the fractions fs, fn, and276

fECS have values between 0 and 1 and all sum up to one. To encode this information277

in p(θ), we define new parameters k1 and k2 and relate them with the fractions by278

fn = k2

√
k1, fs =

√
k1(1− k2), fECS = 1−

√
k1 . (16)

In this way, whenever we want to generate a prior sample for (fn, fs, fECS) we first279

generate a sample of k1, k2 ∼ U([0, 1]) and then transform them according to (16) to280

get a set of fractions which is uniformly sampled in the region {fn, fs, fECS ∈ [0, 1] :281

fn + fs + fECS = 1}. We follow the usual assumption that the diffusivity of the com-282

partments are inferior or equal to the self-diffusion coefficient of free water, which is283

3 µm ms−2 (Li et al., 2016). We fix, therefore, the interval for neurite diffusivity (Dn)284

as between 10−5 and 3 µm ms−2. The newly introduced parameter Cs is parametrized285

by soma radius and diffusivity. To account for a soma radius comprised between 2286

and 30 µm (Palombo et al.) and a diffusivity range as previously defined, we used287

the Cs interval [50, 2500] µm2. Parameter p2, which measures the dispersion of neu-288

rites orientation, is comprised in the interval [0,1], with 1 indicating an anisotropic289

orientation distribution function.290

(3) Posterior approximator. We use an autoregressive architecture for normalizing291

flows implemented via the masked autoencoder for distribution estimation (MADE) (Ger-292
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main et al., 2015). We follow the same setup from Greenberg et al. (2019) for LFI293

problems, stacking five MADEs, each with two hidden layers of 50 units, and a stan-294

dard normal base distribution. This choice provides a sufficiently flexible function295

capable of approximating complex posterior distributions.296

(4) Training procedure. The parametrization of our normalizing flow is obtained by297

minimizing the loss function (15) using the ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2017)298

with default parameters, a learning rate of 5.10−4 and a batch size of 100. Except299

for a few validation experiments, we have used N = 105 simulated data points to300

approximate the posterior distribution.301

4.2 Simulated dMRI data302

We first validate our proposed method using simulated dMRI data. For this, we fix a303

parameter vector θ0 based on a plausible biophysical configuration (Palombo et al.) and304

generate a simulated observation x0 associated to it. Our goal, then, is to check whether305

the posterior distribution p(θ|x0) concentrates around the ground truth parameter, i.e. if306

it is peaked around the true values of the parameters in θ0. If this is the case, we can assert307

that the LFI procedure is capable of inverting our non-linear model successfully.308

The simplest way of generating an observation from the ground truth parameter would309

be to use the forward model defined in Section 4.1. However, such validation could yield310

unrealistically good results, since the posterior approximation is trained on data points311

generated in the same way. We have decided, therefore, to use a different approach in312

which the dMRI signals are simulated following a setup which is closer to what we would313

expect from real experimental experiments. This is based on two steps. Firstly, we use the314

dmipy simulator (Fick et al., 2019) to simulate the three-compartment model described in315

Section 3.1 and obtain a dMRI signal S0. Then, we calculate the summary statistics of this316

signal as defined in Section 3.2 to reduce the dimensionality of the observation and obtain317

a feature vector x0.318

We have carried out our simulations on dmipy considering three different kinds of ac-319

quisition setup. They all have b-shells with 128 uniformly distributed directions, but they320

differ in their b-values and acquisition times:321

– Setup Ideal corresponds to a rather “confortable” case with 10 b-values between 0322

and 10 ms µm−2. We use δ/∆ = 12.9/21.8 ms as in the HCP MGH database.323

– Setup HCP MGH reproduces the setup from the HCP MGH dataset, with 5 b-values:324

0, 1, 3, 5, and 10 ms µm−2 and δ/∆ = 12.9/21.8 ms. Since the Spiked LEMONADE325

approximation (3.2) requires at least three b-values inferior to 2.5 ms µm−2, we ex-326

trapolated an extra b-shell at 0.1 ms µm−2 using MAPL (Fick et al., 2016).327

– Setup HCP 1200 reproduces the setup from the HCP 1200 dataset, with only 3 b-328

values: 1, 2, and 3 ms µm−2 and δ/∆ = 10.6/43.1 ms An extra b-shell at 2.8 ms µm−2
329

has been interpolated to be used in the RTOP approximation.330

Note that in the simulations with all setups we have used the three b-shells with the lowest331

b-values for the small q-value approximation (Spiked LEMONADE), and the three largest332

q-values for the RTOP approximation.333
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4.3 HCP MGH dataset334

After validating our proposal on different simulated settings, we carried out our analysis335

on two publicly available databases. Our goal was to estimate the brain tissue parameters336

for each voxel in the dMRI acquisitions and determine how these parameters vary accross337

the human brain grey matter. Because of the probabilistic framework that we use, these338

estimates are accompanied of credible intervals that can be used to inform our degree of339

confidence of these estimates.340

Our first analysis was on the HCP MGH Adult Diffusion database (Setsompop et al.,341

2013). This database is composed of 35 subjects with δ/∆ = 12.9/21.8 ms and b = 1, 3, 5,342

10 ms µm−2. We used the 3, 5 and 10 ms µm−2 b-values for the RTOP approximation (i.e.343

the large q-value analysis). For the Spiked LEMONADE approximation, we fitted MAPL on344

the 0, 1 and 3 ms µm−2 b-values to reduce noise, and interpolated a b-value of 0.1 ms µm−2 to345

improve the estimations. De was estimated as 1/3 of the mean diffusivity in the ventricles.346

The spatial distribution of the estimated parameters were mapped to the MNI tem-347

plate, averaged over all subjects, and then projected onto an inflated cortical surface using348

FreeSurfer. We have then evaluated whether such distributions seemed physiologically349

plausible by using the Brodmann atlas (Brodmann, 1909; Zilles, 2018), which is a parcel-350

lation of the brain based on cytoarchitecture features. In addition, we compared qualita-351

tively the results of soma estimations with nissl-stained histological images of cytoarchitec-352

ture (Allman et al., 2010; Amunts et al., 1999; Geyer et al., 1999).353

4.4 HCP 1200354

We proceeded with our analysis on real data using a more challenging database, in which355

the dMRI signals were acquired with only a few b-values. Our goal was to demonstrate that356

the credible regions obtained via the posterior approximation can be used to inform which357

parameters remain possible to estimate even in very challenging situations. Note that this358

unlocks the door to the analysis of any dMRI database, since the estimates always come359

with a “quality certificate”.360

We applied our pipeline to a subset of the HCP 1200 database. We randomly picked361

30 subjects, to have an identical number of subjects to that in our analysis of the HCP362

MGH database. The data were acquired for b-values equal to 1, 2 and 3 ms µm−2, with363

δ/∆ = 10.6/43.1 ms. Using MAPL, we interpolated a b-shell at 2.8 ms µm−2 to improve364

the computation of the summary statistics. We used all the three lowest b-values for the365

Spiked LEMONADE approximation, and b = 2, 2.8 and 3 ms µm−2 for the high b-value366

approximation based on RTOP. Similarly to the HCP MGH dataset, we have averaged367

the parameter estimations in a common space (MNI) and then projected the resulting368

parametric maps onto an inflated cortical surface.369

5. Results370

In this section, we describe our results obtained on simulated data and two real datasets.371

All experiments have been implemented with Python (Python Software Fundation, 2017)372

using several scientific packages: dMRI signals were simulated with the package dmipy (Fick373

et al., 2019) and processed using dipy (Garyfallidis et al., 2014) or custom implementations374
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based on numpy (Harris et al., 2020). We used the sbi (Tejero-Cantero et al., 2020) and375

nflows (Durkan et al., 2020) packages for carrying out the LFI procedures and combined376

them with data structures and functions from pyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). The fig-377

ures of results on real experimental data were generated with mayavi (Ramachandran and378

Varoquaux, 2011).379

5.1 Simulated data380

Validating the LFI pipeline. In this first round of experiments, our aim was to check381

whether the LFI pipeline worked correctly on a setting where we knew the true values of382

the parameter θ0 (ground truth) generating the observed data x0. Furthermore, we wanted383

to confirm whether the use of summary statistics for the dMRI signal actually conveyed any384

improvements in the parameter estimation. We have considered, therefore, three different385

cases:386

– Case 1. Generate x0 directly from θ0 using the forward model defined in Section 4.1.387

This is a rather favorable case for our posterior approximation, since it is applied on388

a data point generated in the same way as the dataset in which it was trained.389

– Case 2. Generate a dMRI signal S0 from θ0 using dmipy and then obtain x0 by390

calculating the summary statistics presented in Section 3.2. We use the same posterior391

approximator from Case 1, meaning that the data point in inference time is generated392

differently from those for the training procedure. This is the actual realistic case that393

interests us the most.394

– Case 3. Generate a dMRI signal S0 from θ0 using dmipy and do not use any summary395

statistics for the model inversion, i.e. consider x0 = S0. Note that the posterior396

approximator has to be trained on a dataset with observations consisting of dMRI397

signals, so it is different from the approximators in Case 1 and Case 2. Depending398

on how the LFI pipeline behaves on this case, the use of summary statistics can be399

justified or not.400

All simulations were carried out with setup Ideal, which corresponds to an ideal dMRI
acquisition scheme, and the posterior approximators were trained with N = 105 simulated
data points. While we have validated the LFI pipeline on multiple choices of physiologically
relevant ground truth parameters θ0, Figure 1 portrays the results only for

θ0 = (Dn, Cs, p2, fs, fn, fECS) = (2.5 µm ms−2, 617 µm2, 0.50, 0.15, 0.45, 0.40) .

This choice of parameters represent a sample tissue containing pyramidal neurons of radius401

12 µm (Palombo et al.) and diffusivity 3 µm ms−2. The three compartment proportions402

were chosen in accordance to reported values from histology of human grey matter tis-403

sue (Shapson-Coe et al., 2021). Results are presented in Figure 1. We see that in Case404

1 the marginals of the posterior distribution are well concentrated around the values of405

the ground truth parameter θ0. This confirms that the posterior approximator successfully406

inverts the non-linear model using the examples in the training set. We also see that the407

parameter estimation in Case 2 captures very well most of the true values of the parame-408

ters, indicating both that our posterior approximator is robust to observed data generated409
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Histograms of the marginal posteriors for each case

Figure 1: Histograms of 104 samples of the approximate posterior distribution in three
different base cases (see text for details). Vertical black dashed lines represent ground truth
values of θ0 which generated the observed dMRI signals. We observe that the marginals tend
to concentrate around the ground truth parameters when the observed summary statistics
are obtained directly from the parameters (Case 1) and have a small bias when the signals
are generated using dmipy (Case 2). The figure also shows that inverting the model directly
from the dMRI signals leads to rather poor results (Case 3).

differently from its training set and that our summary statistics are descriptive enough to410

synthesize each tissue configuration. Finally, the poor results in the estimation for Case 3411

reflect the largely indeterminate system of equations that results from trying to infer the412

tissue parameters directly from the dMRI signals. This behavior was expected, as similar413

degeneracies were shown for a simpler model in Novikov et al. (2018a).414

Influence of the number of b-values. We have also investigated how different choices415

of b-values in the acquisition scheme affect the quality of the parameter estimation using416

the posterior approximation. Note that these choices have no influence on how the posterior417

approximator is obtained, since it is trained on data generated directly from the relations418

between tissue parameters and the diffusion summary statistics, in which the b-values do419

not interact. In fact, the different acquisition setups that we consider have only an impact420

over the observed data point generated via dmipy. Figure 2 portrays the marginal posterior421

distributions for each tissue parameter in setups Ideal, HCP MGH, and HCP 1200. We see422

that estimations in the Ideal setup (equivalent to Case 2 in Figure 1) are very much423

concentrated around the true values of the parameters. Results with HCP MGH present a424

small bias for most parameters but capture well the soma parameters (fs and Cs), whereas425

the results with setup HCP 1200 present a larger bias for most parameters. They nevertheless426

remain reliable for the estimation of soma parameters. Note that the Ideal and HCP MGH427

ground truth value of Cs (vertical black dashed line) is different from the one of the HCP428

1200 setup (vertical green dashed line), because of their different diffusion times. These429

simulations allow us to have a fair confidence in the estimations on real data, presented in430

Sections 5.2 and 5.3.431

Our new parameter avoids model indeterminacy. In Section 3.1, we introduce the432

parameter Cs, which serves as a proxy of the soma radius and provides key information on433
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Figure 2: Histograms of 104 samples of the approximate posterior distribution with observed
dMRI signals generated under three acquisition setups (see text for details). Vertical black
dashed lines represent ground truth values of θ0 which generated the observed signals (the
green dashed line indicates the Cs value expected for the HCP 1200 setup). We see that
while the Ideal case delivers very good estimates, the results for the two other setups are
only reliable for a subset of the tissue parameters.

the soma compartment. In this experiment, we illustrate the results of our model inversion434

if we had not defined parameter Cs.435

Figure 3 presents the marginal posterior distributions of rs and Ds as well as their joint436

distribution using the setup Ideal. To obtain these results, we have altered our LFI pipeline437

so to consider an extended parameter vector including rs and Ds. The prior distribution438

reflects our assumption that rs ∈ [10−5, 30] µm and Ds ∈ [1, 3] µm ms−2 and we consider439

ground truth parameters rs = 17.5 µm and Ds = 2.3 µm ms−2. We note that in addition to440

larger marginal posterior distributions for each parameter, the joint posterior has a valley441

of large values for the (rs, Ds) pair, including the ground truth parameters. This result is442

typical of non-injective models, i.e. models for which several input parameters may yield443

the same output observation, and is an important asset of a probabilistic framework such444

as ours.445

Assessing the variances of estimated parameters. Deriving the posterior distri-446

butions of the parameter vectors allows us to report the values of the most likely tissue447

parameters for a given observation, along with our certitude regarding our inference. Fig-448

ure 4 presents the logarithm of the standard deviation of the marginal posterior samples449

for different ground truth parameter choices (varying fs and fn) under setup Ideal. These450

values indicate how sharp a posterior distribution is and, therefore, quantify the quality of451

the fit. We observe larger standard deviations in the absence (or weak presence) of soma452

compartments in the mixture signal, e.g., the standard deviation of Cs is large when few or453

no somas are present (fs ≈ 0). This is to be expected, since the lack of contribution from454

the somas in the diffusion signal makes it difficult to estimate parameters related to them.455

5.2 HCP MGH456

Our results on simulated data show that, although we manage to invert very well the brain457

tissue parameter on settings for which the dMRI signal is obtained with several b-values,458
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Figure 3: (A) Cs dependence on soma radius rs and diffusivity Ds. We see that there are
several values of (ds, Ds) that yield the same Cs. (B) and (C) Histograms of 104 samples
from the marginal and joint posterior distributions of ds = 2rs and Ds. The ridge in the
joint distribution indicates that there are several possible values for the pair (ds, Ds) with
high probability, which are those yielding the same Cs. Estimating Cs directly bypasses
this indeterminacy.

Figure 4: Logarithm of the standard deviations for the marginal posterior distribution of
Dn, Cs, and p2 with different choices of ground truth parameters (varying fs and fn). Since
the ranges of values for each plot were quite different, we labeled the colorbar in terms
of {‘high’, ‘medium’, ‘low’} values of standard deviations so to provide mainly qualitative
information to the reader. We see that when the signal fraction of somas decreases (fs → 0)
the standard deviation of the Cs-estimation increases; and when less neurites are present
(fn → 0) the standard deviation of p2 and Dn increase.
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the estimates for more realistic settings are less robust and demand a more subtle analysis.459

Indeed, we have observed that for both setups HCP MGH and HCP 1200 the soma parameters460

seem to be rather well estimated without too much bias, which has lead us to consider461

mainly these parameters in our interpretations of the results.462

Figure 5 presents the results on the HCP MGH dataset. We have masked our results so to463

show only areas where parameters were deemed stable, i.e. when the values were larger than464

2 times the LFI-obtained standard deviations of the fitted posterior. We observe, therefore,465

a lack of stability on small sections including the auditory cortex and the precentral gyrus466

fundus. Our figure assesses qualitatively the results on soma size by comparing with nissl-467

stained histological studies (Allman et al., 2010; Amunts et al., 1999; Geyer et al., 1999).468

Our comparison shows good agreement between different cortical areas and the parameter469

Cs, which, under nearly-constant intra-soma diffusion Ds, is modulated by soma size.470
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Figure 5: Microstructural measurements averaged over 31 HCP MGH subjects. We deemed
stable measurements with a z-score larger than 2, where the standard deviation on the pos-
terior estimates was estimated through our LFI fitting approach. In comparing with Nissl-
stained cytoarchitectural studies we can qualitatively evaluate our parameter Cs: Broad-
mann area 44 (A) has smaller soma size in average than area 45 (B) (Amunts et al., 1999);
large von Economo neurons predominate the superior anterior insula (C) (Allman et al.,
2010); precentral gyrus (E) shows very small somas while post-central (D) larger ones (Geyer
et al., 1999).

Interestingly, most regions of Figure 6 in which the parameter estimation has low con-471

fidence are located in the fundus of the sulci. Two main hypothesis could explain such be-472

havior. Firstly, brain regions which are very curved may be more prone to mixing between473

tissue layers and CSF, which generates noisier signals. Thus, the estimation of summary474
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statistics becomes more difficult and the posterior distributions tend to be wider. Another475

possible explanation, based on cytoarchitecture considerations, points out the fact that the476

fundus of sulci is where sharp changes in cellular populations happen (Brodmann, 1909;477

Pandya et al., 2015). A mixing of several types of neurons in one voxel could generate478

multi-modal posterior distributions, and hence a region with large variance.479

(A) (B)

Figure 6: Cs estimations averaged over 31 HCP MGH subjects, with unstable results
masked, projected onto inflated (A) and pial (B) surfaces. Interestingly, low confidence
areas correspond to the fundus of the sulci.

Figure 7A reports the soma proportion (parameter fs) averaged over 31 HCP MGH480

subjects, masking unstable results. Mean soma signal proportion in the cortex equals481

0.32± 0.22 (mean computed in trusted estimations only). These results are coherent with482

the mean volume occupancy of 10 − 20% observed in grey matter (Shapson-Coe et al.,483

2021). To interpret the results at a region-based level, we have superimposed the soma484

proportion estimations with the Brodmann atlas. We observe a general agreement between485

the estimations and the atlas, and more particularly in the somatosensory and Broca’s486

areas. A clear difference in soma proportion can be observed in the 12 regions, as presented487

in the barplot.488

Despite the Cs parameter being useful for avoiding indeterminacies in the model in-489

version, its biological interpretation remains difficult. With the goal of relating our Cs490

estimation with physiological insight, we estimated soma radius rs by fixing soma diffu-491

sivity. Similarly to the SANDI method, we fixed soma diffusivity Ds to the value of the492

self-diffusion coefficient of free water (3 µm ms−2). Note that this value could be adjusted493

for each voxel, and is only used here in a matter of comparison and interpretation. Us-494

ing a fixed-point method, we computed the soma radius rs from the averaged Cs map495

obtained from our posterior distribution. The results are portrayed in Figure 7B. We see496

that the estimated soma radius vary between 8 and 14 µm, which is in accordance with497

histology (Palombo et al.). Mean Cs values are presented in the barplot beneath the soma498

radius estimations in the different Brodmann regions.499
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Figure 7: (Left) The average soma proportion (fs) over the 31 HCP MGH subjects is
projected onto an inflated cortical surface, with unstable results masked; see text for details.
We also show the main Brodmann areas available on FreeSurfer. The mean values of fs
over these regions (using only reliable estimations) are reported on the bar plots below.
(Right) Soma radius map computed from Cs with soma diffusivity fixed to Ds = 3 µm ms−2,
averaged on 31 subjects. The bar plots below report the Cs mean values on main Brodmann
areas. We observe a good agreement between our reported values and the Brodmann areas.

5.3 HCP 1200500

Figure 8 shows the results obtained on a database with only three b-shells. We see that501

55 % of the Cs estimations on brain grey matter is considered unstable and is, therefore,502

masked. Indeed, our q-bounded RTOP approximation relies on high b-values, where the503

signal is expected to have converged towards a value that depends on the radius of the504

soma. The larger the soma, the sooner the q-bounded RTOP converges. However, the505

largest b-value contained in this database equals 3 ms µm−2, which is not enough for the506

signal to have converged. The poor quality of the summary statistics estimation leads to507

rather wide posterior distributions, resulting in unreliable results, as shown in simulations.508

Note, however, that estimations of the superior temporal gyrus for example are not masked,509

and both data sets seem to indicate large neurones in that region. The estimation of Da510

is considered as unstable for 98.7% of the data set. This behavior was expected, given the511

results presented in Figure 2, for which a large bias is observed.512
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C
s

Figure 8: Spatial distribution of the Cs estimations averaged over 30 HCP 1200 subjects
and projected onto an inflated cortical surface, with unstable estimations masked. Due to
the scarce and rather low b-values (≤ 3 ms µm−2) used in the database, the results are very
unstable and, therefore, many voxels are discarded.

6. Discussion513

6.1 Validation simulated data514

An important aspect of our work is the thorough validation that we have carried out on515

simulated data, using different acquisition setups and ways of generating diffusion signals.516

Part of this validation had the goal of ensuring that our method gave consistent results517

on simple standard cases, as confirmed by the results in Figure 1. Additionally, we have518

demonstrated the benefits of using summary statistics for describing dMRI signals, attaining519

better parameter estimates when using them instead of directly manipulating the diffusion520

signals. Such results are very encouraging and should push other researchers into using521

these summary statistics for processing their dMRI signals.522

Another relevant byproduct of our validation was observing that the quality of the pa-523

rameter estimations depends heavily on the distribution of b-values used to acquire and524

simulate the dMRI signals. Indeed, if only small b-values are available, the summary statis-525

tics of dMRI signals are poorly estimated and the parameter estimation too. Based on this526

observation, we were able to apply our LFI pipeline to real datasets HCP MGH and HCP527

1200 knowing in advance the limitations of our methodology; for example, we knew from528

which parameters we could expect good estimates (mostly soma-related ones) and which529

ones should not be taken into account in our analysis.530

6.2 Cs: A proxy to soma size531

Estimating both soma radius (rs) and diffusivity (Ds) with diffusion MRI is a challenging532

task. When trying to estimate them separately, we can expect a ‘banana-shape’ in their533

joint posterior distribution as shown in Figure 3. This indicates that several values of the534

pair (rs, Ds) can explain the observed signal with high probability and, therefore, one is535

confronted with model indeterminacy.536
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The new parameter Cs that we introduce in this paper is modulated both by the soma537

radius and its diffusivity. Thus, estimating it directly avoids problems of indeterminacy, as538

shown in Figure 1, for example. Note, however, that avoiding such indeterminacy comes539

with the price of losing specificity and, therefore, physiological interpretations. Fortunately,540

acquisitions in the narrow or wide pulse regimes allow us to better interpret estimations of541

Cs, as it only depends on rs or Ds (see Section 3.1).542

6.3 Can I apply this approach to my data?543

One of the main benefits of a probabilistic framework is that it can be applied to any data544

set or acquisition setup without too much hesitation, since the estimates always come with545

a “quality certificate” described by the credible regions derived from the posterior distri-546

bution. We have benefited from this feature when creating all figures related to databases547

HCP MGH and HCP 1200, since they allow us to mask regions for which the variance of the548

parameter estimation is too high. We can also use it as a proxy to identify regions for which549

the three-compartment model is adequate or not, or assessing whether the distribution of550

b-values used to acquire the observed diffusion signal is sufficiently informative.551

6.4 Limitations and perspectives552

There are many extensions that we could envision for the method that we propose.553

For instance, the three-compartment model that we use approximates well the intra-554

cellular signal in brain grey matter tissue by adding a sphere compartment to account555

for soma presence (Palombo et al., 2020). However, this is a rather simplified model and556

could be improved; for instance, the geometry of ECS is very restricted and tortuous, and557

diffusion signals have been proven to deviate from a mono-exponential behavior (Vincent558

et al., 2021). A first improvement could be, therefore, to deviate from modelling the diffusion559

with a simple isotropic Gaussian and consider more complex geometric representations.560

Also, soma-related parameters are better estimated in tissues where there are many561

somas. Consequently, the method that we present is more suitable to grey matter than for562

white matter. However, applying a LFI pipeline on a modified model in which the contribu-563

tions of the somas are discarded would improve the estimates of tissue parameters for white564

matter. This new pipeline would then be seen as a new way to solve the LEMONADE565

system of equations proposed by Novikov et al. (2018b) within a probabilistic framework.566

Finally, we could leverage the modularity of the probabilistic framework and apply our567

methodology to other kinds of models in medical imaging. This could be done by simply568

re-defining the forward model and the summary statistics defined in Section 4.1. Such569

flexibility confirms the generality of our approach and the potential impact that it might570

have in the medical imaging field.571

7. Conclusion572

Quantifying grey matter tissue composition is challenging. In this work, we have presented573

a methodology to estimate the parameters of a model that best fit an observed data point,574

and also their full posterior distribution. This rich description provides many useful tools,575

such as assessing the quality of the parameter estimation or characterizing regions in the576
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parameter space where it is harder to invert the model. The inclusion of such “quality577

certificate” accompanying our parameter estimation is very useful in practice and allows578

one to apply the pipeline on any kind of database and know to which degree one can579

trust the results. Moreover, our proposal alleviates limitations from current methods in580

the literature by not requiring physiologically unrealistic constraints on the parameters and581

avoiding indeterminacies when estimating them.582

To conclude, we believe that our approach based on Bayesian inference with modern583

tools from neural networks is a promising one that can easily be applied to other applications584

in the medical imaging field: one only needs to define a sufficiently rich model describing a585

certain phenomenon of interest and the LFI pipeline will manage to invert it and provide586

a related posterior distribution. We expect, therefore, that other researchers will find this587

contribution valuable for their own applications and see such probabilistic approach more588

often used in the literature.589
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